
Press Release against conflicting movies being screened at IIFR (to maintain 

peace and harmony in the Kingdom of Netherlands) 

First of all, I would like to introduce myself as a spiritual practitioner and preacher of Hindu religion 

& philosophy. For the last few years, I am religiously performing humanity, peace, and harmony 

based on Hindu ideology. 

Lately, I am witnessing a very disturbing trend in some of my followers based in the different parts of 

the Kingdom of Netherlands, which is not conducive to religious harmony. And this unnecessary  

spread of religious hatred is due to the proposed screening of some films and documentaries in the 

upcoming International Film Festival in Rotterdam. Some of the films namely Firaaq (2008), In the 

name of God (1992), Sameer (2017), Final Solution (2014), and some others which were produced 

with malafide intentions of escalating tensions, conflict, and hatred among the Hindus and the 

Muslims are being screened at the Film Festival. 

I am very much pained and unable to believe that how these ill-intention movies or documentaries 

can find place in any event of the Kingdom of Netherlands which comprises of the city of Peace & 

Justice. Our Kingdom is always known for promoting harmony, peace and justice worldwide and we 

should not allow any conspirator to spread any message of hatred, violence, and disharmony using 

our homeland.  

I request the Dutch Administration through the media to immediately take necessary actions to stop 

screening of the above mentioned films and documentaries in the International Film Festival 

Rotterdam and save our Kingdom of Netherlands from being branded as “Exporters of Hatred and 

Disharmony” by a section of International Community. 

Sincerely, 

Swami Keshvananda Ji Maharaj 

(K Bhardwaj) 

For any further query, you can contact me at navnidhi.org@gmail.com, or 06-181-15781.  

You can also visit me on website www.navnidhi.org 
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